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Occasionally elements in an individual's environment can
be changed or rearranged in such a way as to effect his better
adjustment. Teachers have always been interested in the
grouping of students for more effective learning. Moreno's 4*
sociometric technic is a scheme for grouping together indi-
viduals who will be congenial. By asking children in a class
or a school to tell whom they would like to sit near or
which house mother they would prefer, the teacher may
discover positive attractions and negative repulsions among
individuals. By rearranging the social constellations of a
group, clashes of personality may be avoided and mutual
benefit result.
A flexible social program which caters to small interest
groups and a class organization in which students group and
regroup themselves in order to work effectively on special
projects promote adolescent development through satisfying
social interaction.
The homeroom or other group guidance organization,
although it represents a compromise, falling short of an ideal
integration of guidance with instruction and curriculum,
nevertheless has possibilities for guidance. Frequently, how-
ever, the values of such periods are not realized because
neither students nor teachers desire a homeroom or know
how to make profitable use of the time allotted to them. In
general, a homeroom period should not be introduced until
teachers and students demand it and only as much time
should be allotted as they can use to advantage*
Wisely used, a forty-five minute homeroom period once a
week with a teacher who stays with the same group of
pupils for three or four years offers many opportunities for
guidance. At the beginning of high-school life it provides
an opportunity for new pupils to become acquainted with
the school building, the staff, the curricular and extra-
curricular offerings and one another. During the four years
it provides time for the discussion of issues that have arisen
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